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Abstract In this article, the effect of magnesium doping

on the properties of bis(thiourea)zinc(II) chloride (BTZC)

crystals has been described. The incorporation of Mg(II)

into the crystal lattice was confirmed by energy dispersive

X-ray spectroscopy and quantified by inductively coupled

plasma technique. The powder X-ray diffraction and FT-IR

spectral analyses indicate that the crystal undergoes con-

siderable stress as result of doping. SEM studies of pure

and doped samples indicate the formation of structural

defect centers in BTZC crystals. The TG–DTA studies

reveal the purity of the materials, and no decomposition is

observed up to the melting point. Improved crystalline

perfection by doping is observed by high-resolution X-ray

diffraction. High transmittance is observed, and the cutoff

k is *295 nm.

Keywords Mg-doping � HRXRD � ICP analysis �
TG–DTA � SEM

Introduction

The semiorganic crystals are used as new frequency gen-

erators, because of their high resistance to laser-induced

damage, low angular sensitivity, and good mechanical

hardness [1–8]. Among the semiorganic materials, metal

complexes of thiourea which have low ultraviolet (UV)

cutoff wavelengths, applicable for high power frequency

conversion, have received much attention [9]. Bis(thio-

urea)zinc(II) chloride (BTZC) is a semi-organic nonlinear

optical (NLO) material which finds applications in the area

of laser technology, optical communication, data storage

technology, optical computing, etc., Metal ion-doped mate-

rials are currently receiving a great deal of attention

because of the rapid development of laser diodes [10, 11].

Several foreign metallic cations existing in the parent

compounds with high valency and small radii will affect

the whole growth process and enhances physical proper-

ties. Their effects are related with ionic radius, electric

charge, and frequency of solvent exchange [12–14]. The

crystal growth, pH effects, kinetics and doping effects on

BTZC have been extensively studied [15–25].

Incorporation of Mg into pure a-LiIO3 [26] and BTCC

[27, 28] crystals significantly enhances the electrical con-

ductivity, microhardness and the dielectric properties.

Ultraviolet one-color photo refraction (UV-OPR) is enhanced

by Mg doping [29]. The second harmonic generation (SHG)

conversion efficiency was enhanced by the presence of Mg in

LiNbO3 crystals. The optical damage, which is a serious

problem with LiNbO3 crystals, can be reduced by dop-

ing with Mg [30]. The Mg concentration in Mg-doped

(Ba0.6Sr0.4)0.92K0.075TiO3 thin films has a strong influence on

the materials’ properties including surface morphology,

dielectric and tunable properties [31].These aspects prompted

us to use Mg as a dopant material in the technologically
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important BTZC crystals. Thermal, X-ray and spectral

analyses are very useful techniques for materials character-

ization. Therefore, many authors have applied these methods

for various materials characterization [32–52]. In the present

work, attempts have been made to improve the physico-

chemical properties by incorporating alkaline earth metal as

dopant.

Experimental

Synthesis and crystal growth

Bis(thiourea)zinc(II) chloride was synthesized using AR

grade zinc chloride and thiourea in a stoichiometric ratio of

1:2 and the chemical reaction is given as

ZnCl2 þ 2 SC NH2ð Þ2
� �

! ½Zn SC NH2ð Þ2
� �

2
�Cl2

The synthesized (BTZC) material was further purified

by recrystallization process using de-ionized water as

solvent. Crystals were grown by slow evaporation solu-

tion growth technique. Doping with magnesium (1 and

10 mol%) in the form of magnesium chloride was done

during the crystallization process. The crystallization took

place within 15–20 days, and the crystals were harvested

when they attained an optimal size and shape. Photographs

of the as-grown pure and doped crystals are shown in

Fig. 1.

Characterization studies

Powder XRD analysis was performed on a Philips Xpert

Pro Triple-axis X-ray diffractometer at room temperature

using a wavelength of 1.540 Å and a step size of 0.008�.

The samples were examined with CuKa radiation in a 2h
range of 10 to 70�. The XRD data were analyzed by

Rietveld method with RIETAN-2000. Bruker AXS (Kappa

Apex II) X-ray diffractometer was used for single crystal

XRD studies. A multicrystal XRD developed at NPL [53]

has been used to record high-resolution diffraction curves

(DCs). Fourier transform infrared spectra were recorded on

an AVATAR 330 FT-IR spectrometer. UV–Vis spectra

were recorded on a CARY 5E UV–Vis–NIR spectropho-

tometer. The surface morphology was observed on a JEOL

JSM 5610 LV scanning electron microscope. Simultaneous

TG–DTA curves were recorded on a SDT Q600 (TA

instrument) thermal analyzer. The TG–DTA curves were

simultaneously obtained in nitrogen at a heating rate of

10 �C min-1. ICP studies were recorded on an Optima

5000 DV series spectrometer.

Results and discussion

Single crystal X-ray analysis

To determine the unit cell parameters the as-grown crystals

were subjected to single crystal X-ray diffraction studies using

Bruker AXS (Kappa Apex II) X-ray diffractometer. Single

crystal XRD data were collected on a diffraction system which

employs graphite monochromated MoKa radiation (k =

0.71073 Å). The as-grown crystal belongs to orthorhombic

system with space group Pnma, and the cell parameters of pure

and doped BTZC crystals are given in Table 1.

Fig. 1 Photographs of as-grown BTZC crystals: a pure, b 1 mol%

Mg-doped and c 10 mol% Mg-doped

Table 1 Values of lattice constants a (Å), b (Å), c (Å) and cell

volume V (Å)3

Property Pure BTZCa Doped BTZC

(*10 mol%)

a 13.012 13.04

b 12.768 12.76

c 5.890 5.90

V 978.64 981

a Ref. [16]
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Powder X-ray diffraction analysis

The powder XRD pattern of doped BTZC is compared with

undoped one (Fig. 2). The XRD profiles show that the

samples were of single phase without detectable impurity.

No change in the basic structure is observed except for the

slight reduction in intensity with alkaline earth metal

doping. These observations could be due to lattice strain on

account of doping.

High-resolution X-ray diffraction analysis

To reveal the crystalline perfection of the as-grown crystals

and to study the effect of dopant, a multicrystal X-ray

diffractometer developed at NPL was used to record high-

resolution diffraction curves (DCs). In this system, a fine-

focus (0.4 9 8 mm; 2 kW Mo) X-ray source energized by

a well-stabilized Philips X-ray generator (PW 1743) is

employed. The well-collimated and monochromated MoKa1

beam obtained from the three monochromator Si crystals

set in dispersive (?, -, -) configuration is used as

the exploring X-ray beam. This arrangement improves the

spectral purity (Dk/k10-5) of the MoKa1 beam. The

divergence of the exploring beam in the horizontal plane

(plane of diffraction) is estimated to be �3 arc s. The

specimen crystal is aligned in the (?, -, -, ?) configu-

ration. Owing to the dispersive configuration, though the

lattice constant of the monochromator crystal(s) and the

specimen are different, the unwanted dispersion broaden-

ing in the diffraction curve of the specimen crystal is

insignificant. The specimen can be rotated about a vertical

axis, which is perpendicular to the plane of diffraction,

with minimum angular interval of 0.5 arc s. The diffracted

intensity is measured by using a scintillation counter.

Figure 3a shows the high-resolution diffraction curve

(DC) recorded for a typical BTZC single crystal specimen

using (200) diffracting planes in symmetrical Bragg

geometry. The solid line (convoluted curve) is well fitted

with the experimental points represented by the filled cir-

cles. On deconvolution of the diffraction curve, it is clear

that the curve contains two additional peaks, which are

1,018 and 168 arc s away from the main peak. These two

additional peaks correspond to two internal structural low

angle boundaries tilt angles of which are 1,018 and

168 arc s from the main crystal block. The full width at

half maximum (FWHM) of the main peak and the low

angle boundaries are respectively 344 and 730 and 44 arc s.

Though the specimen contains low angle boundaries, the

relatively low angular spread of around 2,000 arc s (around

half a degree) of the diffraction curve and the low FWHM

values show that the crystalline perfection is reasonably

good. The effect of such very low angle boundaries may not

be very significant in many device applications; however.

for applications like phase matching, it is better to know

these minute details regarding crystalline perfection.

Figure 3b shows the high-resolution diffraction curve

(DC) recorded for Mg2?-doped specimen. As seen in the

Fig. 3b, the DC contains a single peak and indicates that

the specimen is free from structural grain boundaries. The
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FWHM of this curve is 29 arc s which is somewhat more

than that expected from the plane wave theory of dynamic

X-ray diffraction [54], for an ideally perfect crystal but

close to that expected for nearly perfect real-life crystals.

This much broadness with good scattered intensity along

the wings of the DC indicates that the crystal contains point

defects and their aggregates. Such defects are very com-

mon to observe in almost all real-life crystals including

nature-gifted crystals and are many times unavoidable

because of thermodynamic conditions.

It is interesting to see the shape of the DC. As seen in the

figure, the DC is not symmetric with respect to the Bragg

peak position, which indicates that the density of vacancy

and interstitial defects are not same. For a particular

angular deviation (Dh) of glancing angle (h) with respect to

the Bragg peak position (taken as zero for the sake of

convenience), the scattered intensity is much more in the

negative direction in comparison to that of the positive

direction. This feature clearly indicates that the crystal

contains predominantly vacancy type of defects than that of

interstitial defects. This can be well understood by the fact

that because of vacancy defects (which may arise because

of fast growth or incorporation of impurities of lesser size

at the substitutional sites or because of antisitic defects due

to incorporation of dopants with different valances to that

of the host ions), the lattice around these defects undergo

tensile stress, and the lattice parameter d (interplanar

spacing) increases and leads to result in more scattered

(also known as diffuse X-ray scattering) intensity at slightly

lower Bragg angles (hB), as d and sin hB are inversely

proportional to each other in the Bragg equation (2d sin

hB = nk; n and k are the orders of reflection and wave-

length, respectively, which are fixed). The inset in the

curve shows the schematic to illustrate how the lattice

around the defect core undergoes tensile stress. The con-

verse explanation is true in case of interstitial defects which

cause compressive stress in the lattice around the defect

core leading to decrease of lattice spacing and, in turn,

results in more scattered intensity at the higher Bragg

angles. However, the single diffraction curve with rea-

sonably low FWHM indicates that the crystalline perfec-

tion is fairly good. The density of such vacancy defects is,

however, meager, and in almost all real crystals including

nature-gifted crystals, such defects are commonly observed

and are many times unavoidable because of thermody-

namical conditions, and they hardly affect the device per-

formance. More details may be obtained from the study of

high-resolution diffuse X-ray scattering measurements

[53], which is, however, not the main focus of the present

investigation. It is worth mentioning here that the observed

scattering due to point defects is of short-range order as the

strain due to such minute defects is limited to the very

defect core and the long-range order could not be expected,

and hence the change in the lattice parameter of the overall

crystal is not expected. It may be mentioned here that the

minute information like the asymmetry in the DC could be

possible as in the present sample, only because of the high-

resolution of the multicrystal X-ray diffractometer used in

the present investigation.

FT-IR spectral analysis

The FT-IR spectra of pure and doped crystals reveal that

the characteristic vibrational patterns of pure and doped

BTZC are very close to each other (Fig. 4). Small shifts in

some of the characteristic vibrational frequencies are

observed. It could be due to lattice strain as a result of

metal doping. The symmetric and asymmetric C=S stretch-

ing vibrations, respectively, at 740 and 1,417 cm-1 of

thiourea are shifted to lower frequencies (*716 and

*1,406 cm-1, respectively) in the FT-IR spectra of pure

and doped BTZC crystals. The N–C–N stretching frequen-

cies of thiourea (1,089 and 1,472 cm-1, respectively) are

shifted to higher frequencies for pure and magnesium-doped

BTZC crystals (*1,103 and *1,496 cm-1, respectively).

These observations suggest that metals coordinate with

thiourea through sulfur atom.

Optical transmission spectral analysis

The UV–Visible spectra were recorded for the doped and

undoped BTZC crystals. It is observed that doping does not

altere the optical transmission (Fig. 5). At the longer wave-

length side, the crystal is highly transparent, and it could
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be used for optical window applications. The lower cut-off

wavelength is *295 nm.

SEM and EDS analyses

The SEM images were taken at magnification values from

509 to 5,0009 with maximum values 20.00 kV on a JEOL

JSM 5610 LV scanning electron microscope. It gives

information about surface morphology. Also, it is used to

check the presence of imperfections. The effect of the

influence of dopant on the surface morphology of BTZC

crystal faces reveals structure defect centers as shown in

the SEM images (Fig. 6). The flower-like morphology of

undoped specimen is disturbed to form plate-like mor-

phology by the incorporation of Mg2? in the crystalline

matrix.

Incorporation of Mg(II) dopant into the crystalline

matrix was observed by EDS (Fig. 7). It shows that the

accommodating capability of the host crystal is limited,

and only a small quantity is incorporated into the crystal-

line matrix.

Thermal analysis

The simultaneous TG–DTA curves in nitrogen for pure and

doped BTZC systems heated from 30 to 800 �C at a

heating rate of 20 �C/min are given in the Fig. 8. The TG–

DTA curves appear nearly similar for the two samples with

three stages of decomposition between 200 and 800 �C.

The absence of water of crystallization in the molecular

structure is indicated by the absence of mass loss around
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100 �C. The melting point of the sample is slightly

increased in the case of magnesium-added BTZC crystal

(Fig. 8b). The slight increment in temperature is evident

for doped crystals, suggesting that the incorporation of

Mg2? can enhance the thermal stability of the BTZC

crystal. The increment in temperature for the doped crys-

tals correlates with the lesser ionic radius of Mg2? (0.65 Å)

than that of Zn (0.69 Å). The lesser ionic radius of Mg2?

can give more bonding interaction with thiourea, thus

giving more thermal stability to the crystal [55]. No

decomposition up to the melting point ensures the suit-

ability of the material for application in lasers where the

crystals are required to withstand high temperatures.

CP analysis

ICP studies were recorded on an Optima 5000 DV series

spectrometer. The amount of Mg2?-dopant in BTZC

specimens are estimated using inductive coupled plasma

(ICP) technique, and the actual dopant concentration in the

crystalline matrices were found to be 0.009 and 0.017 ppm

for *1 and *10 mol% Mg2?-doped specimens, respec-

tively. The foreign metal ion entering into the BTZC

crystal matrix is small but significant. Further, the final

dopant concentration within the host lattice is not propor-

tional to the concentration of the crystallization process

since the host crystal can accommodate the dopant only to

a limited extent.

Conclusions

Single crystals of pure and Mg2?-doped BTZC crystals are

grown by slow evaporation solution growth technique at

room temperature. A close observation of XRD and FT-IR

profiles of doped and undoped specimens reveals strain.

SEM images reveal that the external morphology of BTZC

crystal is changed by doping. The incorporation of dopant

into the crystalline matrix is further established by EDS

and ICP analyses. The presence of dopants has marginally

altered the lattice parameters without affecting the basic

structure of crystals. The optical spectral study reveals that

the incorporation of small quantities of dopant does not

destroy the optical transmission.
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